
To: 

St. Elizabeth University in Bratislava  

Dept. for Ranking and Tenure 

Vice president for graduations 

Bratislava Eur Union SK 

Nam. 1. maja l, P.O.Box 81101 

Slovak Republik, EU 

 

In Scranton sept. 15. 2019 

 

re: Peer review of tenure and ranking documents of dr. Bartošovič Ivan, PhD. 

 

Dear Vice President for tenure and ranking 

 

l. History 

I  well received entire documentation of dr. Bartošovič Ivan  as application for her full 

professorship at you univ and carefully asesed   

a. list of papers 

b. list of presentations posters and lectures 

c. teaching activity and CV 

d. list of quotations 

e. list of scholars phd students 

f.  list of reserach activities and grants 

 

 



II. State of the art 

This opinion is based upon enclosed criteria of your university which were enclosed 

I assume that, upon study of the enclosed documentation 

 

a. Dr.  I. Bartošovič showed sufficient durable teaching activity in nursing and midwifery 

b. publshed required amount of papers including books chapters  and full papers peer 

reviewed and indexed also in web of science and other relevant databases, quoted by 

sufficient amount of other authors outside of her domicile institution or dept, exceeding the 

recommended criteria 

c.  is internationally and natl known as speaker in the field of nursing 

d. educated more than minimal requirement of PhD fellows and master of science students 

e. enclosed CV  documents that she can be acceptable as professor also in other healthcare 

universities and colleges within EU neighbourgh states 

f. apart of publishing large amount of papers and book chapters and or ,books in relevant 

publishing houses showed  appropriate research activity within grants in the field of health 

sciences 

 

 III. Conclusions 

From the enclosed documentation the candidate undoubtfully fulfill the university critetria for 

tenure and ranking and my final conclusion is, that my vote for the nomination for full 

professor in nursing would be positive.  

 

IV. Final vote 

yes 

 



Dated 

in Scranton sept. 15. 2019 

 

prof. Steven Szydlowski, MBA, MHA, DHA 

 Panuska School of professional studies 

University of Scranton, Scranton, PA 

 

 


